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Back to School: Book Covering 
 
It’s that time of year again, when you have to start thinking about going back to school. It 
may seem like a bad thing, but you can easily bring ponies with you into school! A way I do 
this is cover my books with horse things. Here’s a few of my best methods. 
 

1. POSTER COVERING 
For years and years, I used old posters from magazines to cover 
my books. It was a simple and effective way of covering your 
books. All you need is some A4 posters, books, glue stick and 
some clear book covering. Simply glue the poster onto the book, 
and cover with clear book covering. 

 
2. PHOTO COVERING 
My next method is just as easy, but can be more personalised. All you 
need to do this, is 5 or 6 photos of your choice, glue stick and clear book 
covering. To do this, organise your photos so they fit squarely on an A4 
sheet of paper, before gluing them to your book. Cover with book 
covering. 
 
3. MICRO PHOTO COVERING 
This is one of my later ideas, and looks super 

cool once you’re done. All you need to do is get lots of photos and 
shrink them down so they’re 1-2cm long. Organise your pics on an 
A4 sheet pf paper, overlapping and at angles if you wish, before 
gluing and covering them onto your book 
 

4. COLLAGE CUT-OUTS 
My most stylish idea yet, this is what I’m doing 
on my books this year. This one is a little more complicated. Make a 
collage of tiny pics on an A4 sheet of paper (or A3 if you have lots of 
books to do). Print out a few horse silhouettes, or horse outlines from 
online. Trace these outlines onto the back of your collage, and cut them 
out. You should now have a pretty horse made out of horses! Make as 
many as you need, and glue them to your books before covering. 
 

 
TOP TIP: For a removeable cover (great for binders) , instead of gluing them onto your 
books, place them on a sticky-side-up sheet of clear book covering, and cover with 
another piece of covering. Make the bottom sheet bigger than the top, so you can wrap 
the excess sticky part around your book/binder. When you need to take off the cover, 
simple peel off the sticky part around the side of the book/binder, and use again. (this 
works better with binders as they are less papery) 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 


